
Lessons Boris Johnson could learn from history
[or – why History matters…always…]



Cicero – not to know what took place before 
you were born is to remain forever a child



Prime Ministers – there have been 55 in 
total (since 1721)

53 were male

Youngest (when made Prime Minister) was 24, oldest was 70

20  attended one school – Eton College

28  went to Oxford University – including 11 out of the last 14 Prime Ministers 
(since Winston Churchill)



Boris Johnson – a 
brief history…

• The only Prime Minister to be born 
outside the UK

• Eton, Oxford etc

• Journalist – sacked for lying

• MP 2001-2008

• London Mayor 2008-2016

• MP again 2015 – present

• Main campaigner for ‘Vote Leave’ 
in 2016



Popular Mayor in a 
‘Labour’ city



How did Boris Johnson win?

He learned from previous successful prime ministers:

Margaret Thatcher 1979-1990
Won three elections

Tony Blair 1997-2007
Won three elections
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Mistakes other prime minsters 
have made that Boris needs to 

avoid…



Big majorities are not easy

• When you have a lot of MPs, 
some of them will vote against 
you

• During his second term, Blair 
faced rebellions in 21% of votes

• Over time this breaks down 
trust and relationships



Don’t assume you will always win

• For years, the issue of Europe and 
membership of the EU divided the 
Conservative Party

• In 2016 David Cameron decided to 
have a referendum to keep the UK in 
the EU and secure his control over 
the party

• He believed it would be a 
straightforward path to win and 
remain in the EU



Know what it is you want to achieve

• Theresa May saw Brexit as a 
nuisance and wanted to get it 
out of the way as quickly as 
possible

• She also wanted to keep all sides 
happy

• She suffered the largest defeat in 
history



Be wary of your colleagues

• Neither Margaret Thatcher nor 
Tony Blair lost a general election

• Instead, they were removed by 
their colleagues.

• Thatcher’s cabinet turned on her 
when she attacked the EEC

• Blair lost the support of much of 
his party when his rival, Gordon 
Brown, turned on him



Three more lessons Boris Johnson may (or 
may not) need to learn from History…



1. Behave well in his personal life

David Lloyd George, 
Prime Minister 
1916-22



2. Do not close down Parliament



3. Be nice to people
“it is absolutely ridiculous that people should 
choose to go around looking like letter boxes 
[or a]… bank robber” (about Muslim women 
choosing to wear a burkha)

“flag-waving piccaninnies with watermelon 
smiles” (about children in African 
commonwealth countries)

Machiavelli, 1469-
1527


